The role played by avoidant-type coping (ATC) strategies in influencing psychosocial adaptation to life stresses and traumas and, more specifically, to chronic illnesses and disabilities (CIDs) has been of interest to researchers and clinicians for over half a century ([@bibr74-2055102919891396]; [@bibr82-2055102919891396]; [@bibr115-2055102919891396]; [@bibr132-2055102919891396]). Although far from reaching a consensus among scholars, the term "avoidant coping" (or ATC) has alternatively been used to refer to coping responses, reactions, modalities, and strategies such as denial, wishful thinking, escape (social) withdrawal, distancing, distraction, minimization, and in general, any mode that indicated behavioral, emotional, and/or mental disengagement ([@bibr128-2055102919891396]; [@bibr152-2055102919891396]). A more concise description was provided by [@bibr55-2055102919891396], which states that avoidant coping addresses "cognitive or behavioral attempts to ignore or avoid the existence of the problem or illness" (p. 164).

The literature suggests that, when dealing with most stressful conditions, the use of ATC is largely ineffective in reducing physical and emotional distress, depression, and anxiety, when confronting stressful life events and health-related conditions ([@bibr2-2055102919891396]; [@bibr60-2055102919891396]; [@bibr76-2055102919891396]; [@bibr153-2055102919891396]). Furthermore, the reliance on ATC strategies has also been typically linked to concurrent and future poorer indicators of psychosocial adaptation among individuals with a wide range of medical conditions including amputation, cancer, diabetes, heart disease, spinal cord injuries (SCI), multiple sclerosis (MS), traumatic brain injuries (TBI), rheumatoid arthritis, and pain, among others. Inconsistent with these findings, however, are sporadic reports of ATC, and in particular denial coping, being independent of psychosocial outcomes (e.g. [@bibr30-2055102919891396]; [@bibr38-2055102919891396]; [@bibr116-2055102919891396]; [@bibr140-2055102919891396]).

Since the early 1980s, with the advent of the first formal, theoretically derived, and quantitively scored coping measure (the Ways of Coping Checklist (WCC), [@bibr45-2055102919891396]), along with its more recent version (Ways of Coping Questionnaire (WCQ), [@bibr46-2055102919891396]), efforts to measure coping have proliferated in the field of coping with stress and trauma to include, among others, scales such as: The Coping Responses Inventory (CRI; [@bibr16-2055102919891396]; [@bibr100-2055102919891396]), The Coping Orientation to Problems Experienced (COPE) Inventory ([@bibr28-2055102919891396]) and its later abbreviated format (the Brief COPE; [@bibr24-2055102919891396]), the Coping Strategies Inventory (CSI; [@bibr138-2055102919891396]), the Coping Inventory for Stressful Situations (CISS), [@bibr42-2055102919891396]), and the Coping Strategies Indicator ([@bibr4-2055102919891396]). Common to all these measures was the recognition of the importance of not merely addressing typically adaptive, positively valanced coping efforts (e.g. problem-solving, planning, seeking social support, and positive appraisal), but also the deployment of conceptually nonadaptive, negatively valanced coping modalities. Foremost among these latter coping efforts, normally depicted as (sub)scales are: (a) distancing, (b) escape, (c) problem avoidance, (d) wishful thinking, (e) social withdrawal, (f) self-distraction, (g) denial, (h) minimization, (i) behavioral disengagement (BD), and (j) mental disengagement (MD). These ATC scales, as well as all other existing coping scales, were developed (and, where pertinent, normed) in the context of generic life stressors that seldom addressed coping with the aftermath of the onset of severe or CIDs. A review of these scales indicates that respondents are being asked to report on coping efforts with stressful experiences that typically involve one's family, friends, job, finances, school, natural disasters, and loss or death of a relative or a friend. Coping with CID is largely left unaddressed. Granted, several of the studies have requested that respondents consider how they have been coping with a particular medical condition, yet even in many of these studies no specific information is provided to respondents as to what they should specifically consider when contemplating their answers (e.g. pain, functional limitations, threat to life, treatment complications, and future implications; see also [@bibr92-2055102919891396]). Furthermore, since in several of these instruments, respondents are requested to first define their own stressful event (e.g. chemotherapy effects, impaired mobility, and experienced pain), and since perceived stressors invariably differ across individuals in their severity level, duration, impact on various life domains, and personal significance or meaning, it is highly conceivable that their perceptions of coping, including ATC, would be differentially appraised and deployed. Finally, the psychometric soundness of these ATC scales has not been formally explored with CID populations, and due to the aforementioned concerns about their appropriateness for people with CID, may be compromised in the reported empirical literature.

In the absence of any firm confirmation that assessment of ATC by generic coping-with-stress scales presents a valid approach to investigating adaptation among people with severe and chronic medical conditions, the main purpose of this systematic review was to carefully examine the validity of such measures to explore the association between ATC and psychosocial adaptation to CID in these populations.

Method {#section1-2055102919891396}
======

To address the study's aim, two separate methods were undertaken. First the conceptual, structural, and procedural features of the various coping scales were scrutinized by reviewing their manuals, their initial publications, and all available data from subsequently published materials. Second, the available quantitative data, yielded from the construction of these scales, as well as the reported psychometric features of these scales, including empirically reported studies seeking to establish their link to psychosocial outcomes among selected groups of people with CID, were also examined. The following section describes these methods.

Procedure {#section2-2055102919891396}
=========

For the purposes of this review, 14 consecutive major database searches were conducted during a 3-year period (2015--2018). These included the following sources: PsychINFO, ERIC, MEDLINE, Social Work References Center, Google Scholar, and Web of Science. Reference lists of all studies eligible for inclusion in the review were also examined to identify any additional relevant articles. Terms (keywords) used in the search included the following: (a) Six ATC-related terms: "avoidant coping," "denial," "escape," "disengagement coping," "wishful thinking," and "distraction"; (b) titles of the six primary coping measures examined in this study (WCC/WOC/WCQ, CRI, COPE, Brief COPE, CSI, and CISS); and (c) six types of CIDs: "cancer," "spinal cord injury," "heart/cardiac conditions," "multiple sclerosis," "amputation," and "traumatic brain/head injury."^[1](#fn1-2055102919891396){ref-type="fn"}^ In each of the above combined searches, the presence of eight psychosocial adaptation outcome terms were then examined, namely, "depression," "anxiety," "distress," "quality of life (QOL)," "well-being," "life satisfaction," "adaptation," and "adjustment." Searches in which these terms were not revealed were not further pursued. For example, a typical search was conducted in the following manner: Step 1: the domains of CID, ATC, and specific coping measures were crossed (e.g. "amputation," and/or "avoidant," and/or "WCQ"), yielding a certain list of plausible articles and Step 2: for each of the "hit" articles, from the previous search, Abstracts and, if needed, Methods/Measures sections were.

Inclusion criteria included the following: (a) published during the time period of 1983 (earliest available use of selected coping measures) to 2018 (date of final search), (b) published in the English language, (c) published in a peer-reviewed journal, (d) reported measurements of ATC and psychosocial outcomes in quantitative manner, (e) included samples of only adult (18+ years of age) respondents, (f) used only pre-selected, generic coping (with stress and trauma) measures/scales, (g) employed either cross-sectional or longitudinal research designs, and (h) were limited to "human subjects." Exclusion criteria, therefore, encompassed studies which reported children- or young adolescent-based findings, qualitative or review papers, CID-specific only (e.g. heart disease, multiple sclerosis, and cancer) measures of coping (e.g. [@bibr81-2055102919891396]; [@bibr110-2055102919891396]; [@bibr147-2055102919891396]), and coping which was assessed within the context of excluded disabling conditions.

Using the above search terms 2945 studies reporting empirical findings on the association between measures of ATC and psychosocial adaptation outcomes to the above listed six types of CID were initially identified. A follow-up set of analyses ([Figure 1](#fig1-2055102919891396){ref-type="fig"}) which removed duplicate articles, carefully reviewed abstracts (and when needed full texts), and limited inclusion to only adult populations, English language published refereed journals, and appropriately reported psychosocial adaptation outcomes (e.g. *QOL, well-being, depression, and anxiety*) within the earlier identified CIDs, cble studies to 156. These 156 articles, found to be eligible for inclusion, were subsequently carefully re-examined to determine their appropriateness for inclusion in the review. In total, 53 additional articles whose data and methods reflected unclear age groups, participant selection, cause of disabling condition, as well as ambiguous usage of ATC or psychosocial outcomes, resulted in a final sample of 103 articles. Finally, data derived from records of two of the coping scales (CSI and CISS) were also removed from further analysis due to infrequent use by researchers (*n* = 3 and *n* = 4, respectively), resulting in a final sample of 96 studies.^[2](#fn2-2055102919891396){ref-type="fn"}^
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Data extracted from the eligible records included the following variables: date of publication, sample size, respondents' age range and mean/median age, type of CID, type of coping measures employed (and its version), timing of assessment (in longitudinal research designs), time since injury/diagnosis (mean values/medians and ranges in weeks, months, or years), study research design, internal reliability (and if available test--retest stability) coefficients for the ATC measures/scales, type of employed outcome measures/indicators, correlation coefficients between predictor (ATC), and outcome (psychosocial adaptation) measures. Regarding the use of outcome measures, the widely heterogeneous range of measures was divided into four categories, namely, positively valanced (e.g. QOL, well-being, and life satisfaction), negatively valanced (distress, depression, and anxiety), mixed (both negative and positive outcomes included) and "other" (mostly trait-like constructs, such as hope, optimism, self-efficacy, acceptance, or performed activities such as community participation). Since the aim of this study was not meta-analytic in nature, and since no intervention-based effect sizes were sought, these indices were not obtained or calculated.

A thematic list of topics, issues, and concerns that emanated directly from each coping scale manual, the various published and abbreviated revisions of these scales, and the reviewed research (empirical) articles was carefully prepared. These pertained to the nature, structure, processes, and procedures employed by the researchers and in which ATC was associated with CID-linked psychosocial outcomes. More specifically, the list of topics was created using the following three sources: (a) data extracted from all available coping scales manuals (e.g. scale development, selection of items, and norming procedures, reported validity and reliability indices, item analysis); (b) previous comprehensive reviews of coping with the onset of CID (e.g. [@bibr29-2055102919891396]; [@bibr82-2055102919891396]); and (c) information typically provided in published work on coping with and psychosocial adaptation to CID (e.g. conceptualization of the relationship between coping and adaptation, research design, sample characteristics, psychometrics of employed scales, nature and meaning of findings, and reached conclusions). Accordingly, focus was placed upon the following: (a) the rationale underlying the use of the omnibus coping measure and, more specifically, the ATC (sub)scale; (b) available sociodemographic characteristics (e.g. age and gender) and medical features (e.g. duration of CID and severity level) of the recruited CID sample(s); (c) the psychometric data reported for the ATC scale(s); (d) the employed research design; (e) the veracity of the reported findings (i.e. the reported relationships between ATC and psychosocial outcomes); (f) the conclusions reached by the authors and their theoretical, clinical and research implications and applications; and (g) the limitations acknowledged by the researchers. No coding system was implemented in this review since all categories, and yielded quantitative data, were extracted based solely on previously established categories (e.g. age, gender, type and duration of CID), and required no subjective assessment by the researcher.

Measures {#section3-2055102919891396}
========

The rationale for including the pre-selected four generic coping measures stemmed from their high frequency use, established both from the extant literature (e.g. [@bibr64-2055102919891396]), and following an earlier review by the author. It was found that almost 90% of the published research, on coping among people with CID, employed these measures. Two additional measures (i.e. the CSI and CISS) were used infrequently as measures of coping with CID, and were eliminated from further consideration, following an earlier search. Accordingly, this section reviews the selected measures with particular emphasis on their ATC (sub)scales.

The WCC/WCQ {#section4-2055102919891396}
-----------

The WCC and the WCQ ([@bibr47-2055102919891396]; [@bibr46-2055102919891396]) is a 66-item,^[3](#fn3-2055102919891396){ref-type="fn"}^ 8-scale instrument in which respondents are asked to specify a stressful situation that occurred during the *past week*. Respondents are then required to specify the extent to which they use each of the listed items when confronting that event. The measure includes two ATC scales, namely, distancing (6 items, *α* = .61; [@bibr47-2055102919891396]), and escape-avoidant (8 items, *α* = .72; [@bibr47-2055102919891396]). The first scale (distancing) describes attempts of cognitive detachment, refusal to think about the event, and engaging in positive, even if unrealistic, outlook. The second scale describes attempts of wishful thinking and BD from the stressful situation. A revised and shorter (42 items; five subscales) version of the scale (WCC-R) was introduced by [@bibr144-2055102919891396] and has been widely used by stress and coping researchers.

The WCC/WCQ measures were derived from [@bibr79-2055102919891396] stress and coping theory which regards psychological coping with stress as a transactional endeavor, where the person and the environment within which he or she is anchored, are viewed dynamically, and where reciprocal relationships between the two are ongoing. Coping is viewed as a reflection of the individual's cognitive and behavioral efforts to manage the demands of the person--environment transaction. Distancing and escape-avoidance exemplify efforts to regulate one's emotions in the presence of stressful encounters.

The CRI {#section5-2055102919891396}
=======

The CRI ([@bibr100-2055102919891396]) underwent several modifications over the years. In its original form ([@bibr16-2055102919891396]) it consisted of three primary scales, namely, active-cognitive strategies (11 items), active behavioral strategies (13 items), and avoidant-orients strategies (8 items) ([@bibr57-2055102919891396]). The most recent version ([@bibr100-2055102919891396]), is comprised of two primary "meta-scales," each further divided into four scales. The second "meta-scale" is termed Avoidance Coping Strategies and includes the following 6-item scales: (a) cognitive avoidance (*α* = .72), (b) acceptance/resignation (*α* = .64), (c) seeking alternative rewards (*α* = .68), and (d) emotional discharge (*α* = .62). Only the cognitive avoidance scale appears to reflect veridical avoidance-linked responses to stress. It focuses on mental efforts to avoid realistic thinking about the stressful or problematic situation. Respondents are required to first identify and describe the most important problem, or stressful situation, they have experienced in the *last 12* *months*, and then to assess its impact, and then to rate each of the CRI 48 items, based on his or her behavior in connection with the problematic or stressful situation.

The CRI evolved from Moos and his colleagues ([@bibr57-2055102919891396]; [@bibr101-2055102919891396]) integrative framework that adopts a multi-component conceptualization of coping with and adaptation to stressful situations. The model depicts a multi-panel recursive structure of human functioning, in which the central component is that of situation-specific coping strategies links the environment (e.g. existing external stresses) personal systems (e.g. personality traits), transitory conditions (e.g. life events), with outcomes (e.g. well-being indicators ([@bibr102-2055102919891396])).^[4](#fn4-2055102919891396){ref-type="fn"}^

The COPE Inventory and the Brief COPE {#section6-2055102919891396}
=====================================

The COPE Inventory ([@bibr25-2055102919891396]; [@bibr28-2055102919891396]) and its abbreviated form the Brief COPE ([@bibr24-2055102919891396]), were constructed by their authors partly based upon the earlier conceptualizations of [@bibr79-2055102919891396] transactional model and its empirical applications (e.g. the WCQ), and partly based on their own behavioral self-regulation model ([@bibr26-2055102919891396]; [@bibr123-2055102919891396]). The 14-scale measure (a 15th scale was added later on), titled COPE, includes 4-item each, four scales which are purported to address ATC. The scales are denial (*α* = .71), BD (*α* = .63), MD (*α* = .45), and alcohol and drug disengagement (ADD; 1-item).^[5](#fn5-2055102919891396){ref-type="fn"}^ The BD and MD scales were regarded by the authors as reflecting "dysfunctional" coping. The Brief COPE is comprised of 28 items (14 subscales each with 2 items) and includes four ATC subscales, namely, self-distraction, denial, behavioral disengagement, and substance use.

Results {#section7-2055102919891396}
=======

[Table 1](#table1-2055102919891396){ref-type="table"} provides a descriptive view of the main empirical findings yielded by the literature search. The reported findings describe the: (a) types and durations of reviewed CIDs, (b) research designs used, (c) adherence to original form of the ATC scales, (d) employed psychosocial outcome measures, and (e) strength of association between ATC and psychosocial adaptation indices. The section concludes with empirical findings on the nature of the relationships between ATC and outcome measures of adaptation, and the psychometric soundness (e.g. reliability coefficients) of the adopted ATC scales.

###### 

Summary of the literature on the use of avoidant-type coping measures among people with CID.

![](10.1177_2055102919891396-table1)

  Variable                                                                                                   Coping scale                 
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------- ---- ---- --- ------------
  Type of CID                                                                                                                             
   Amputation                                                                                                1              1    2    0   4 (4.1%)
   Cancer                                                                                                    10             13   4    6   33 (33.7%)
   Cardio                                                                                                    4              5    12   1   22 (22.4%)
   MS                                                                                                        12             4    1    0   17 (17.3%)
   SCI                                                                                                       6              4    3    0   13 (13.3%)
   TBI                                                                                                       2              4    1    2   9 (9.2%)
  Duration of CID                                                                                                                         
   0--2 months                                                                                               2              3    0    0   5 (5.1%)
   \>2 months--2 years                                                                                       6              6    3    3   18 (18.4%)
   \>2--10 years                                                                                             9              4    7    2   22 (22.4%
   \>10 years                                                                                                5              3    2    0   10 (10.2%)
   Not reported                                                                                              13             15   11   4   43 (43.9%)
  Scale version                                                                                                                           
   Original                                                                                                  20             23   15   6   64 (65.3%)
   Modified/partial                                                                                          15             8    8    3   34 (34.7%)
  Research Design                                                                                                                         
   Cross sectional                                                                                           26             19   21   7   73 (74.5%)
   Longitudinal^[a](#table-fn2-2055102919891396){ref-type="table-fn"}^                                       9              12   2    2   25 (25.5%)
  Type of outcome used                                                                                                                    
   Positive                                                                                                  5              7    5    0   17 (17.3%)
   Negative                                                                                                  22             15   6    6   49 (50%)
   Mixed^[b](#table-fn3-2055102919891396){ref-type="table-fn"}^                                              6              7    10   3   26 (26.5%)
   Other^[c](#table-fn4-2055102919891396){ref-type="table-fn"}^                                              4              0    2    0   6 (6.1%)
  Direction of association                                                                                                                
   ATC correlated with poor adaptation                                                                       28             22   21   8   79 (80.6%)
   ATC uncorrelated with poor adaptation                                                                     7              9    2    1   19 (19.4%)
  Magnitude of association between ATC and outcomes^[d](#table-fn5-2055102919891396){ref-type="table-fn"}^                                
   *r* \< .10                                                                                                9              10   6    2   27 (10.1%)
   .11 \< *r* \< .30                                                                                         16             41   21   1   79 (29.5%)
   .31 \< *r* \< .50                                                                                         23             34   35   4   96 (35.8%)
   *r* \> .51                                                                                                8              10   6    1   25 (9.3%)
   *β* significant                                                                                           11             9    1    5   26 (9.7%)
   *β* nonsignificant                                                                                        5              1    1    1   8 (3%)
  ATC scale's alpha coefficient value^[e](#table-fn6-2055102919891396){ref-type="table-fn"}^                                              
   *α* ⩽ .50                                                                                                 1              0    2    3   6 (5.3%)
   .50 \< *α* ⩽ .70                                                                                          10             11   6    3   30 (26.5%)
   *α* \> .70                                                                                                10             8    11   0   29 (25.7%)
   *α* unspecified, unreported, or includes multiple values                                                  20             17   8    3   48 (42.5%)

WCC: Ways of Coping Checklist; WCQ: Ways of Coping Questionnaire; COPE: Coping Orientation to Problems Experienced; CRI: Coping Responses Inventory; CID: chronic illness and disability; MS: multiple sclerosis; SCI: spinal cord injuries; TBI: traumatic brain injuries; ATC: avoidance-type coping.

Of these: T1--T2 (*n* = 14), T1--T3 (*n* = 7), T1--T4 (*n* = 3), and T1--T9 (*n* = 1).

Includes both negatively and positively valanced outcome measures.

Includes non-traditional, trait-like outcomes such as hope, optimism, self-efficacy, as well as seldom used measures (see "Discussion").

Many of the studies reported correlations between different ATC scales/measures and several outcomes, yielding a total of 268 coefficient values. Also, several studies reported only *β* values and their level of significance. Finally seven studies failed to report any qualitative data (see "Results").

Several of the studies reported more than one ATC measure, yielding a total of 113 coefficient values.

Type and duration of reviewed CIDs {#section8-2055102919891396}
----------------------------------

Of the four coping scales reviewed, four were used with people who underwent amputation (4.1% of all CIDs), 33 were employed among cancer survivors (33.7%, with COPE and WCC/WCQ being the most widely used), 22 addressed coping among heart patients (22.4%, led by Brief COPE), 17 were used with MS samples (17.3%, led by WCC/WCQ), 13 studies employed samples of people with SCI (13.3%, roughly evenly distributed among WCC/WCQ, COPE, and Brief COPE measures), and 9 were used among TBI survivors (9.2%, COPE being most prevalent). Duration of CID onset, or diagnosis, was collapsed into five categories, four of which were directly tied to length since onset or diagnosis, and the fifth one encompassed all studies were no duration was reported. Of the 98 reviewed studies five (5.1%) first measured coping with the condition within 2 months since onset (COPE being used in three of these). In 18 (18.4%) studies, first coping measurement (reported as either mean or median) occurred during the time period of 2 months--2 years following CID onset (WCC/WCQ and COPE, each, reported six times in these studies). In 22 (22.4%) studies, measurement of coping (mean or median) was first attempted within 2--10 years following CID onset (9 for WCC/WCQ and 7 for Brief COPE). In 10 (10.2%) additional studies, mean or median duration of CID exceeded 10 years at first coping measurement (half of which were reported for WCC/WCQ). Finally, in 43 of the studies no data were provided on participants' duration of condition (43.9%). These studies represented mostly samples of people with cancer and heart conditions, where researchers elected to provide, instead, data on condition's level of severity (stage of disease for cancer patients, and the New York Heart Association (NYHA) cardiac severity level among heart patients).

Research designs and samples of respondents {#section9-2055102919891396}
-------------------------------------------

Researchers relied mostly on cross-sectional research designs (73 of 98, 74.5%) when presenting their findings, with longitudinal research designs distributed as follows: (a) T1--T2 (15.3%); (b) T1--T3 (6.1%); (c) T1--T4 (3.1%); and (d) T1--T9^[6](#fn6-2055102919891396){ref-type="fn"}^ (a single study). Findings also indicated a differential use of coping scales among the six examined CIDs. For example, whereas coping among MS respondents was explored mainly with the use of the WCC/WCQ measures (70.6% of studies employing respondents with MS), coping among individuals with heart conditions was mostly examined with the Brief COPE (54.5%). For survivors of cancer, two scales were most often adopted, namely, COPE (43.3%) and WCC/WCQ (30.3%). Almost one-half (46.1%) of the studies focusing on SCI survivors employed the WCC/WCQ, while coping among TBI survivors was approached mostly (44.4%) with the use of COPE.

Adherence to scales' original form {#section10-2055102919891396}
----------------------------------

A review of type of coping scales employed further indicated that researchers adopted a rather liberal approach when employing their measures, frequently modifying, abbreviating or, otherwise, tailoring the measure to their own research needs, often offering no clear justification. In the 98 studies reviewed, authors relied on the originally published coping scales 65.3% of the time. Of these, the original (60-item) COPE scale was used 74.2% of the time, while the original CRI (48-item) and Brief COPE (28-item) scales were each used two-thirds of the time. The WCC/WCQ (66- to 68-item) original versions were employed only 57.1% of the time.

Use of outcome measures {#section11-2055102919891396}
-----------------------

Of the 98 studies reviewed, only one-half (49) adopted negatively valanced outcome measures. In total, 17 (17.3%) studies relied exclusively on positively valanced outcome measures, while 26 (26.5%) studies employed both sets of outcome measures. The "other" measures category included merely six (6.1%) studies.

Psychometrics of ATC scales and the strength of their relationships to psychosocial outcomes {#section12-2055102919891396}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Findings concerning the relationships between ATC and psychosocial adaptation to CID indicate that the adoption of ATC strategies is consistently linked to poorer indicators of psychosocial adaptation to CID. More specifically, in the preponderance of the studies reviewed (79 of 98; 80.6%), the anticipated trend was upheld (27 of 34, 79.4% for WCC/WCQ; 22 of 31, 71.9% for COPE; 20 of 22, 91.3% for Brief COPE; and 8 of 9, 88.9% for CRI), while in 19 (19.4%) studies no association between ATC and adaptation was found, or researchers reported either inconsistent or mixed findings. More specifically, a total of 268 correlation coefficients were extracted from the 98 reviewed studies. These represented all reported correlations between the sets of ATC measures/scales (e.g. BD and denial) and outcome measures (e.g. depression and QOL). For longitudinal studies, to reduce the preponderance of available data, median bivariate correlations were computed and used. Findings revealed the following: (a) in 27 (10%) of the studies, correlation magnitudes between ATC and psychosocial adaptation indices were lower than .10 (--.10 \< *r* \< .10), and roughly equally distributed between negative and positive values, where COPE (*n* = 10) and WCC/WCQ (*n* = 9) were most commonly reported; (b) in 36 cases (13.4%), magnitudes were in the range of .11 \< *r* \< .20, with the preponderance of these values (*n* = 21, 58.3%) reported in studies using the COPE; (c) 43 correlations (16%) yielded values in the range of .21 \< *r* \< .30, most of which were associated with COPE (*n* = 20) and Brief COPE (*n* = 14); (d) the largest group of correlations (*n* = 54, 20.1%) were reported in the range of .31 \< *r* \< .40, again, led by both Brief COPE (n = 25) and COPE (*n* = 17); (e) the group of correlations in the range of .41 \< *r* \< .50, yielded 42 findings (15.6%), reported mostly for COPE (*n* = 17), followed by WCC/WCQ (*n* = 11) and Brief COPE (*n* = 10); (f) in the range of correlations of .51 \< *r* \< . 60, 18 (6.7%) values can be found, and half of these (*n* = 9) were reported for COPE; and (g) seven correlations in excess of .61 (2.6%) were reported, where WCC/WCQ and Brief COPE, each accounted for three of these. In 34 cases (12.6%) *β* values were reported, of which 26 were statistically significant, while 8 failed to achieve significance. Finally, seven (2.6%) studies reported only non-quantitative, generalized statements, suggesting only that findings were "significant" or "higher than," and these were grouped into a separate category. [Table 1](#table1-2055102919891396){ref-type="table"} provides a truncated version of the above findings.

Finally, reliability coefficients of the various ATC scales were examined. In total, 113 indicators of ATC were reported in the 98 reviewed studies (several of the studies employed more than one ATC indicator). Of these 113 indicators only 30 (26.5%) met the *α* ⩾ .70 internal reliability criterion typically favored in the psychometric literature. The distribution of the remaining *α* coefficients was as follows: (a) *α* \< .50, six (5.3%) studies, half of which associated with the CRI; (b) .70 \> α ⩾ .50, 30 (26.5%) studies, 11 and 10 of which, were linked to the COPE and WCC/WCQ, respectively; and (c) 46 (42.5%) studies in which *α* values were not reported at all by the researchers, and these were mostly prevalent among WCC/WCQ users (41.7% of unreported studies), followed by COPE (35.4%), Brief COPE (16.7%), and CRI (6.25%).

Discussion {#section13-2055102919891396}
==========

The findings yielded by this review indicate that reliance upon ATC strategies, among people who sustained CIDs is linked to poorer psychosocial adaptation. As [Table 1](#table1-2055102919891396){ref-type="table"} illustrates of the 98 articles reviewed, 79 (80.6%) demonstrated a positive association between ATC and indicators of poor adaptation. This association was especially prominent in studies which employed the Brief COPE (90.9%) and CRI (88.9%) measures. The remainder of the discussion section is structured around those conceptual, procedural, and psychometric concerns that undergird the obtained findings and, accordingly, focuses first on conceptual (e.g. theoretical and structural) concerns that underlie the use of ATC in the study of psychosocial adaptation to CID. Second, the discussion examines those procedural (e.g. technical and process-related) issues that undermine several of the reported findings. Third, specific empirical, in this case psychometric (e.g. measurement procedures, (sub)scale reliability, and validity), weaknesses inherent in the employed coping measures are discussed.

Conceptual and structural issues {#section14-2055102919891396}
--------------------------------

### Inconsistent frameworks for conceptualizing the components of ATC {#section15-2055102919891396}

The theoretical undergirding (e.g. conscious vs unconscious motivation, internal vs external psychological processes, and situation-specific vs trans-situational coping) of what constitutes ATC, its operational definition, and its actual measurement present a highly discrepant picture. Whereas the two COPE scales differentiate among various fine-grain ATC components such a BD, MD, denial, and possibly substance abuse; and the CRI into cognitive avoidance, resignation, seeking alternative rewards, and emotional discharge; the WCQ collapses these and related coping strategies into broader avoidance categories, such as escape-avoidance and distancing. In the CISS (not examined in this article), for example, ATC is perceived in terms of actively seeking to distract oneself through the pursuit of other situations, tasks or social activities, rather than through passive means. Apart from these theoretical--structural conceptualizations, many of the studies, further rely on loosely based empirical findings (or occasionally, on theoretical grounds) derived by the researchers to create their own ATC (sub)scales, including wishful thinking ([@bibr98-2055102919891396]; [@bibr111-2055102919891396]), detachment ([@bibr88-2055102919891396]; [@bibr89-2055102919891396]), denial ([@bibr83-2055102919891396]; [@bibr103-2055102919891396]; [@bibr134-2055102919891396]), avoidance ([@bibr90-2055102919891396]; [@bibr107-2055102919891396]), distancing ([@bibr121-2055102919891396]; [@bibr151-2055102919891396]), cognitive/behavioral escape/avoidance ([@bibr1-2055102919891396]; [@bibr68-2055102919891396]; [@bibr105-2055102919891396]), mental/behavioral/problem disengagement ([@bibr113-2055102919891396]); self-distraction ([@bibr124-2055102919891396]); emotional-focused coping ([@bibr109-2055102919891396]; [@bibr145-2055102919891396]), minimization ([@bibr65-2055102919891396]), and maladaptive coping ([@bibr114-2055102919891396]; [@bibr117-2055102919891396]; [@bibr122-2055102919891396]). Clearly, then, the theoretical and operational conceptualizations of ATC create a substantial obstacle in interpreting empirical findings associated with indicators of psychosocial adaptation.

### Coping scales are structured differently and present inconsistent directions to respondents {#section16-2055102919891396}

Coping scales often differ in the instructions given to respondents on how to view the presented items (i.e. the encountered stressful event) and the time frames to be considered in responses. Although not restricted to only ATC, items on certain scales are phrased in past tense (WCQ and CRI), while others combine past and present tenses (COPE and Brief COPE). Likewise, scales differ in the specific time frame that respondents are asked to consider, ranging from *past week* (WCQ), to *past* 1 *year* (CRI), and to only "*generally"* (the COPE). Inherent in the use of differentially used time frames is the conceptual distinction between coping as a state or situationally determined construct (e.g. WCQ) and coping as a trait or a trans-situational construct (e.g. COPE). Scales also differ in terms of verb choice. Whereas some items, and at times parts of scales, are phrased in definitive actions (e.g. I accepted . . ., I worked on . . .), other items are presented in a more tentative or passive phraseology (e.g. I tried to . . ., I got used to . . .). In addition, whereas some scales are phrased in affirmative first-person format (I did . . ., I went . . .; WCQ, COPE), others rely on a question-like, second person scenario (Did you . . .; CRI). Finally, a disparity in structure (total number of content subscales used) and length (total number of items per subscale, ranging from 2 to 16) places disproportional respondent burden (time and energy) on participants, as well as requires scale-specific cognitive and attentive focus. Although, individually, these concerns may not pose a substantial limitation to the empirical foundation of ATC-to-psychosocial adaptation relationship, in combination they are likely to introduce unnecessary random error variance that may significantly affect the validity of these findings.

Procedural and technical issues {#section17-2055102919891396}
-------------------------------

### Use of a wide range and conceptually diverse psychosocial outcome measures {#section18-2055102919891396}

A wide range of loosely associated and conceptually discrepant outcome measures have been employed in measuring the influence of ATC strategies on psychosocial adaptation to CID. Among the outcomes adopted by CID researchers are some that are positively valanced, such as life satisfaction, well-being, post-traumatic growth, positive affectivity, acceptance, and perceived QOL ([@bibr41-2055102919891396]; [@bibr58-2055102919891396]; [@bibr71-2055102919891396]; [@bibr134-2055102919891396]; [@bibr142-2055102919891396]). In contrast, other studies have elected to focus on negatively valanced outcome indicators, such as depression, anxiety, anger, psychological distress, negative affectivity, and symptom distress or severity ([@bibr5-2055102919891396]; [@bibr6-2055102919891396]; [@bibr8-2055102919891396]; [@bibr12-2055102919891396]; [@bibr18-2055102919891396]). Finally, a substantial number of studies preferred to use, as outcomes, more stable personality characteristics such as optimism, hope, neuroticism, helplessness, resilience, self-efficacy, and self-concept ([@bibr87-2055102919891396]; [@bibr94-2055102919891396]; [@bibr104-2055102919891396]; [@bibr118-2055102919891396]; [@bibr125-2055102919891396]; [@bibr131-2055102919891396]; [@bibr133-2055102919891396]; [@bibr135-2055102919891396]; [@bibr140-2055102919891396]; [@bibr141-2055102919891396]). Research findings, however, have consistently demonstrated that both positively and negatively measured psychological constructs tap different conceptual domains, and are, therefore, largely independent in nature ([@bibr37-2055102919891396]; [@bibr148-2055102919891396]). As such, these outcomes are also expected to be differentially predicted by psychological variables, such as coping strategies, including ATC. In one study ([@bibr59-2055102919891396]), two derived ATC strategies were positively related to anger, depression and anxiety, among nonhospitalized (but not hospitalized!) cancer survivors. However, following an, multiple regression analysis (MRA), only anger was successfully predicted by both strategies, whereas anxiety and depression were independent of them, thus suggesting that both patterns of relationships, as well as setting (hospital vs community) play a role in determining how ATC is linked to different indicators of negative affectivity. In a sample of heart failure survivors, [@bibr22-2055102919891396] examined the relationships among three of COPE's ATC strategies (i.e. MD, BD, and denial) and various facets of QOL (e.g. role limitations due to emotional problems, vitality, social functioning, psychological distress, and well-being) and found out that these associations present a rather complex, inconsistent and outcome-dependent picture. Finally, findings from a longitudinal study of heart disease survivors ([@bibr86-2055102919891396]), indicated that ATC was differentially associated with measures of anxiety, negative affect and positive affect, both in pattern of relationships and across time, again attesting to the complexity of relationships between ATC and psychosocial outcomes.

### Use of a wide range of CID-triggered functional limitations, severity levels, and temporal progression {#section19-2055102919891396}

The types of disabling conditions and their associated functional limitations vary immensely in the reported studies, and therefore require the adoption of different coping modalities to minimize daily impact of condition. Medically associated factors, such as level of life-threat, chronicity, and onset of condition, its progress, and presence and level of experienced pain, could also differentially influence the use and adaptability level of ATC. Another concern relates to the unfolding of the medical impact, and therefore the coping strategies adopted, over time. Whereas there is only scarce empirical documentation to suggest that the use of ATC may be associated with better psychosocial adaptation, typically in the earlier stages following the experience of disabling conditions ([@bibr66-2055102919891396]; [@bibr119-2055102919891396]), the bulk of findings suggest that the use of ATC people with CID, is linked, in the long run, to poorer psychosocial adaptation (e.g. [@bibr1-2055102919891396]; [@bibr10-2055102919891396]; [@bibr27-2055102919891396]; [@bibr65-2055102919891396]; [@bibr68-2055102919891396]; [@bibr71-2055102919891396]; [@bibr72-2055102919891396]; [@bibr109-2055102919891396]). Furthermore, the extended use of avoidant and denial coping may also worsen prognosis of life-threatening CIDs, such as cancer and heart disease, as well as directly interfere with prescribed medical treatment ([@bibr21-2055102919891396]; [@bibr32-2055102919891396]; [@bibr93-2055102919891396]; [@bibr104-2055102919891396]). It has been argued that ATC possesses some clinical merit (i.e. associated with positive outcomes) when employed in the context of unmanageable and uncontrolled CIDs, and also relatively early in the adaptation process, where it serves to cushion the impact of traumatic experience. However, it is often linked to poor outcomes when used in the long run or when applied to manageable stressful situations ([@bibr79-2055102919891396]; [@bibr82-2055102919891396]; [@bibr132-2055102919891396]).

### Highly discrepant measured durations since CID onset or diagnosis {#section20-2055102919891396}

Duration of medical condition since onset or diagnosis varies appreciably among the various studies reported in the literature (See [Table 1](#table1-2055102919891396){ref-type="table"}). More specifically, whereas in some studies, findings were obtained from participants' experiences that were reported only several days or weeks following CID onset or diagnosis ([@bibr7-2055102919891396]; [@bibr8-2055102919891396]; [@bibr11-2055102919891396]; [@bibr15-2055102919891396]; [@bibr18-2055102919891396]; [@bibr19-2055102919891396]; [@bibr20-2055102919891396]; [@bibr53-2055102919891396]; [@bibr67-2055102919891396]; [@bibr71-2055102919891396]; [@bibr86-2055102919891396]; [@bibr98-2055102919891396]; [@bibr133-2055102919891396]; [@bibr135-2055102919891396]; [@bibr137-2055102919891396]), other studies based their findings on coping efforts that were reported many months or even years and decades following the disabling experience ([@bibr43-2055102919891396]; [@bibr49-2055102919891396]; [@bibr51-2055102919891396]; [@bibr80-2055102919891396]; [@bibr111-2055102919891396]; [@bibr118-2055102919891396]). Finally, in many studies, data were averaged across a wide range of years since onset or diagnosis, that spanned up to 25 years among heart patients ([@bibr71-2055102919891396]), 35--52 years in people with MS ([@bibr85-2055102919891396]; [@bibr108-2055102919891396]; [@bibr109-2055102919891396]), 37--40 years among SCI survivors ([@bibr41-2055102919891396]; [@bibr80-2055102919891396]), and 8--30 years among TBI survivors ([@bibr99-2055102919891396]; [@bibr122-2055102919891396]). These extended time durations between the reported CID-triggered onset of stress and the time when (avoidant) coping was formally assessed are, therefore, subject to memory decay and contamination by intervening stressful life events ([@bibr52-2055102919891396]). In addition, it must be recognized that in a large number of studies authors neglected to specify their sample's condition duration or elected to report only clinical classifications in the form of disease stage or functional status severity ([Table 1](#table1-2055102919891396){ref-type="table"}). It can be argued that the relationships between ATC and psychosocial outcomes, as well as the intricate relationships among coping modalities, changing sociodemographic characteristics, medically based variables, personality attributes, and environmental conditions, are all likely to be drastically altered in the course of a prolonged period of time.

### A high degree of domain, content and item contamination exists between ATC and nonadaptive psychosocial outcomes {#section21-2055102919891396}

A substantial overlap is present in both the conceptual underpinnings and item content selected to represent measures of ATC and indicators of psychosocial adaptation, especially those of poor adaptation (e.g. anxiety, depression, and general distress). This item pool overlap invariably results in artificially created and spurious correlations between the two sets of items (i.e. ATC and measures of distress). Overlapping domains include dual references to such symptoms or reactions as: (a) sleep (e.g. "I slept more than usual" (WCQ escape-avoidance) and as an indicator of depression); (b) avoidance of family, friends, and people in general (e.g. "I generally avoided being with people" (WCQ escape-avoidance) and as an indicator of depression); (c) frustration, anger, and upset (e.g. "Take it out on other people when felt angry or depressed" (CRI avoidance/emotional discharge) and as an indicator of psychological distress); (d) resignation, giving up, and fatalistic outlook (e.g. "I just give up trying to reach my goal" (COPE behavioral disengagement) and as an indicator of depression); (e) catastrophizing and anticipating failure (e.g. "expect the worst possible outcome" (CRI avoidance/acceptance or resignation) and as an indicator of depression and anxiety); (f) crying, feeling depressed, and losing hope (e.g. "Did you cry to let your feelings out?" (CRI avoidance/emotional discharge) and as an indicator of depression and emotional distress); and (g) purposeful distraction (e.g. I've been . . . going to movies, watching TV . . ." (Brief COPE self-distraction) and as an indicator of denial and resignation). Clearly, the masking of many of these ATC responses as bonafide coping items inflates their association with nonadaptive psychosocial outcomes.

### Studies frequently rely on cross-sectional rather than longitudinal research designs {#section22-2055102919891396}

The importance of longitudinal research designs to study the influence of coping strategies on psychosocial adaptation has been consistently stressed in the literature ([@bibr78-2055102919891396]; [@bibr82-2055102919891396]; [@bibr112-2055102919891396]). Yet, most of the reported research relies on less temporally stable cross-sectional designs ([@bibr82-2055102919891396]; [@bibr92-2055102919891396]; [Table 1](#table1-2055102919891396){ref-type="table"}). Indeed, it could be argued that in contrast to longitudinal designs that afford the researcher a dynamic, interactive, and more fluid understanding of the relationships between ATC and psychosocial adaptation, cross-sectional designs offer only a static, time-bound and limited understanding of such relationships. This mere snapshot of the examined association between the two constructs prevents any attempt at drawing causal inferences. Among research efforts that did implement longitudinal designs, when studying ATC of people with cancer, heart diseases, multiple sclerosis, SCI and TBI, are those by [@bibr23-2055102919891396], [@bibr56-2055102919891396], [@bibr67-2055102919891396], [@bibr73-2055102919891396], [@bibr85-2055102919891396], [@bibr113-2055102919891396], [@bibr120-2055102919891396], [@bibr139-2055102919891396] and [@bibr150-2055102919891396] (all employing a two-time period design: T1 and T2); [@bibr65-2055102919891396], [@bibr86-2055102919891396], [@bibr130-2055102919891396], and [@bibr129-2055102919891396] (employing a T1, T2, and T3 design), and [@bibr27-2055102919891396], [@bibr71-2055102919891396], and [@bibr126-2055102919891396] (employing a T1, T2, T3, and T4 design). In one study, follow-up measurements extended over of 9-period (T1--T9) 2-year duration ([@bibr68-2055102919891396]). It is of interest that in many of these longitudinal studies, findings indicate that the various facets of ATC relate differentially to indicators of psychosocial adaptation over time. This was evident among cancer survivors (e.g. [@bibr126-2055102919891396]), individuals diagnosed with heart failure (e.g. [@bibr71-2055102919891396]; [@bibr86-2055102919891396]), those with MS (e.g. [@bibr3-2055102919891396]), spinal cord injured persons (e.g. [@bibr68-2055102919891396]), and survivors of TBI (e.g. [@bibr65-2055102919891396]). Furthermore, in these longitudinal designs, which spanned from a few months to several years, no clear trend was established, that is, the temporal trajectories of association between ATC and psychosocial adaptation failed to depict a uniform pattern or suggest any clear clinically discernable trend.

### Presence of demand characteristics, recall, social desirability, and self-awareness pitfalls {#section23-2055102919891396}

Although extending beyond limitations reflective merely of items representing ATC and nonadaptive psychosocial indicators, the presence of a wide range of negatively valanced items, nevertheless, poses a major obstacle in interpreting the veracity of ATC---nonadaptive outcomes link. More specifically, since data from measures of coping and psychosocial adaptation are derived almost exclusively by retrospective self-report means, and since these measures require the respondent to "admit" to negative (that is, socially frowned-upon) emotions, cognitive processes, practices, and personal traits, the likelihood of frank responding is greatly compromised. Furthermore, it is likely that throughout the crisis period following the onset or diagnosis of CID, respondents were functioning in "survival mode" style ([@bibr92-2055102919891396]), that is, adopting an "automatic" or "reflexive" way of proceeding through life, without ever engaging in any deliberate and thoughtful appraisal of their condition and its probable consequences ([@bibr31-2055102919891396]; [@bibr136-2055102919891396]). Nor were respondents consciously weighing the different options available to them or contemplating existing resources upon which they can draw ([@bibr34-2055102919891396]). Therefore, any present attempts to recall the remote past and its crisis-related ambience, during questionnaire completion time, are likely to reflect distorted images of that past and cannot be considered accurate representations of coping, including ATC. Finally, social desirability concerns are paramount in these studies, and in particular, for items and content domains that reflect the negative, undesirable nature of one's thoughts and behaviors, as implied by ATC, as well as by indicators of poor adaptation. In this venue, respondents may be influenced by dominant sociocultural themes that advocate problem resolution, confronting life obstacles, demonstrating self-reliance and personal independence, and, in general, conveying a "fighting spirit" ([@bibr34-2055102919891396]). To the extent that respondents are unduly influenced by such social pressures to conform to certain implicitly imposed norms, they may forgo any admission of deploying coping modalities that indicate personal weaknesses. In a study with far reaching implications, [@bibr75-2055102919891396] compared coping responses of TBI survivors with a matched control group during a real-world stressful situation. Both groups completed the self-report WOC and a behaviorally based avoidant measure. Results showed that whereas for the control group scores on both measures of coping were positively associated, in the group of TBI survivors no such relationships were observed. The authors concluded, from these findings, that among TBI survivors, real-life measures of avoidant behavior may be more sensitive and accurate than are self-report measures of ATC. Under these circumstances, the accuracy of ATC measurement and the admission to nonadaptive emotions and behaviors must be regarded as suspect at best, if not misleading.

Psychometric and measurement issues {#section24-2055102919891396}
-----------------------------------

### Studies often rely on researcher-generated or unstable factor analytic-derived "subscales" to predict adaptation {#section25-2055102919891396}

Another major obstacle to the reported findings' veracity is a frequent reliance on presumably theoretically driven, but empirically unsupported, scale composition, or on unstable, sample-specific derived, and therefore ungeneralizable, coping scales or factors. Within the context of coping with CID, this domain spans three independent, but somewhat related, weaknesses. First, in certain studies, researchers derived their ATC scale purely on theoretical grounds or from reliance on findings yielded by previous studies even if these findings are only loosely associated with the present study's sample composition ([@bibr18-2055102919891396]; [@bibr40-2055102919891396]; [@bibr50-2055102919891396]; [@bibr84-2055102919891396]; [@bibr91-2055102919891396]; [@bibr133-2055102919891396]; [@bibr135-2055102919891396]; [@bibr149-2055102919891396]). Second, factor analytic (mostly exploratory FA) procedures used to create coping (including ATC) factors, have often resulted in inconsistent coping structure, with number of scales ranging from (depending on measure used) 2--6 subscales ([@bibr17-2055102919891396], [@bibr18-2055102919891396]; [@bibr44-2055102919891396]; [@bibr69-2055102919891396]; [@bibr106-2055102919891396]; [@bibr113-2055102919891396]; [@bibr117-2055102919891396]; [@bibr118-2055102919891396]; [@bibr139-2055102919891396]). Finally, within the CID literature, the empirically derived ATC factor(s) or scale(s) demonstrate a widely discrepant picture, with a different composition of both the original subscales included (e.g. wishful thinking, BD, MD, denial, social withdrawal, avoidance, and self-distraction), and the number and type of items extracted from these subscales ([@bibr9-2055102919891396]; [@bibr14-2055102919891396]; [@bibr83-2055102919891396]; [@bibr84-2055102919891396]; [@bibr117-2055102919891396]; [@bibr124-2055102919891396]; [@bibr133-2055102919891396]; [@bibr150-2055102919891396]).

### Lack of reported psychometric data from present study's sample {#section26-2055102919891396}

Unreported psychometric data for ATC scales of the researcher-used (CID-derived) samples is a rather problematic and perplexing occurrence among many of the studies ([Table 1](#table1-2055102919891396){ref-type="table"}). In these studies, the authors indicate psychometric (e.g. internal reliability and test--retest reliability) values reported only in the original (mostly non-CID based), scale-constructing, studies or report no values at all ([@bibr7-2055102919891396]; [@bibr10-2055102919891396]; [@bibr15-2055102919891396]; [@bibr20-2055102919891396]; [@bibr22-2055102919891396]; [@bibr49-2055102919891396]; [@bibr51-2055102919891396]; [@bibr56-2055102919891396]; [@bibr62-2055102919891396], [@bibr63-2055102919891396]; [@bibr70-2055102919891396]; [@bibr96-2055102919891396]; [@bibr97-2055102919891396]; [@bibr121-2055102919891396]; [@bibr126-2055102919891396]; [@bibr140-2055102919891396]; [@bibr141-2055102919891396]; [@bibr146-2055102919891396]). Under these circumstances, it is impossible to judge the soundness and utility of the reported findings since the statistical procedures typically applied in these outcome studies (e.g. bivariate correlations, multiple regression analyses, and path analyses) rely heavily on the scale's psychometric soundness, and in the absence of more recent psychometric data, it is impossible to ascertain the empirical merit of these ATC scales and, more generally, the usefulness of the present findings. Furthermore, data on the scales' temporal consistency (i.e. test--retest reliability) are typically missing from all, but exceedingly small number, of the reported studies (see also, [@bibr52-2055102919891396]). This lack of temporal data renders the reported findings suspect since any changes reported in use of coping are not necessarily a reflection of changes in respondents' ATC overtime, but might instead indicate fluctuations across time, stemming from the scale's temporal instability.

### Reported internal reliability values are often poor {#section27-2055102919891396}

When internal reliability coefficients, for ATC measures of the present CID-derived sample, are reported, they are, as typically regarded in the psychometric literature, of unacceptable values (Cronbach's *α* \< .70). Although this concern is prevalent among many studies that adopt coping measures, and not solely ATC, it nevertheless most common among the latter. In several studies ([Table 1](#table1-2055102919891396){ref-type="table"}), coefficients are reported to be at astoundingly low values of .20 and .30 s ([@bibr8-2055102919891396]; [@bibr48-2055102919891396]; [@bibr59-2055102919891396]; [@bibr77-2055102919891396]; [@bibr80-2055102919891396]; [@bibr118-2055102919891396]; [@bibr143-2055102919891396]), or below recommended values (.50 s and low .60 s; [@bibr6-2055102919891396]; [@bibr13-2055102919891396]; [@bibr18-2055102919891396]; [@bibr53-2055102919891396], [@bibr54-2055102919891396]; [@bibr73-2055102919891396]; [@bibr94-2055102919891396]; [@bibr124-2055102919891396]; [@bibr133-2055102919891396]; [@bibr134-2055102919891396]; [@bibr135-2055102919891396]) . Only a handful of the reported alpha coefficients reached values in the acceptable range of .70--.80, and hardly any indicated alphas that surpassed .80 ([@bibr12-2055102919891396]; [@bibr35-2055102919891396]; [@bibr39-2055102919891396]; [@bibr89-2055102919891396]). Furthermore, no studies were found where inter-item correlations were reported as a viable alternative to the measurement of internal reliability. Despite the frequent misinterpretation of the meaning and required values of Cronbach's α in the psychometric literature, the reported, unacceptably low, values suggest that in these studies: (a) a high degree of random measurement error is present and/or (b) a single, unidimensional construct is very likely lacking and, therefore, no unique underlying construct (i.e. ATC) is present.

### Study limitations {#section28-2055102919891396}

The findings reported in this study must be interpreted with caution because of several limitations. First, a single author conducted all literature searches. Despite careful efforts to methodically search, examine, review, and summarize pertinent findings from all published material, over a 3-year period, it is conceivable that some of the sources were not thoroughly searched or that counting all articles which met inclusion criteria, at each phase of the review, was not seamlessly accurate. Second, only six CIDs were reviewed leaving findings from other medical conditions (e.g. diabetes, rheumatoid arthritis, and sensory losses) unaccounted for. This limitation obviously restricts any attempt at generalizing the findings to these conditions. Third, only four primary coping measures were included in this review, thus limiting generalization of findings to other and equally important generic ATC measures, and to those constructed purposefully for specific CIDs (e.g. cancer, heart conditions, and MS). Fourth, the review was limited to English-only published journals and, therefore, missed findings published in non-English journals and possibly people representing both ethnically and geographically diverse backgrounds. Also, any published findings obtained from coping measures which are non-English in nature (e.g. Dutch, German, Hebrew, and Spanish) were not included in this review and, therefore, may not reflect the findings reported here. Fifth, no critical appraisal of risk of selection bias (i.e. the file-drawer concern) was attempted, partially due to the fact that the adopted selection criteria in this non-metanalytic review were rather liberal and more inclusive than those pursued in most published strict metanalytic studies. Finally, this systematic review, despite its intended extensiveness, did not strictly adhere to the recommended Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) 2009 checklist ([@bibr95-2055102919891396]). Although "Methods" section (including the suggested flow diagram) advocated by PRISMA was closely followed, "Results" and "Discussion" sections were structured somewhat differently to address the unique aims of this study and its focus on non-intervention-based, non-experimental assessment.

### Recommendations for future research {#section29-2055102919891396}

Future research efforts should address several limitations inherent in this study. First, the findings reported in this review reflect only those yielded by generic coping scales-based ATC measures. A comparison to findings from CID-specific ATC scales is warranted. Second, since this study did not focus on reported effect sizes, future research may benefit from examining whether the existing methodological variations exert influence on the effect sizes of the association between ATC and psychosocial adaptation. Third, in this study, only six (although most extensively researched in the coping literature) CIDs were carefully examined. Investigating the ATC---psychosocial adaptation link among other types of CIDs should help in further elucidation this link. Fourth, the reasons for the differential use of coping scales among the examined typed of CID require further speculation. Are there conceptual or practical reasons as to why some coping measures were more frequently used among certain types of CID or was the observed uneven distribution purely random in nature? Fifth, a more fine-grained analysis of this data, taking into consideration, the influence of sociodemographic (e.g. gender and age) and CID-related (e.g. severity of CID and experienced level of pain) variable should also be undertaken. Sixth, an item-level analysis of ATC scales is recommended, to examine psychometric properties at that level. Indeed, investigating items for their empirical transparency (e.g. is the item a meaningful reflection of a psychosocial avoidant response or merely a camouflaged duplicate of medical symptomatology) and for their predictive utility of psychosocial adaptation is warranted. Seventh, based on the preliminary findings of this scope limited study, a full-scale meta-analysis of the association between ATC and psychosocial adaptation to CID is clearly warranted which also addresses the moderating role played by a number of demographic, psychological, medical, and environmental variables linking use of ATC and adaptation. Finally, more stringent reliability checks throughout the intensive research process of obtaining and analyzing large amounts of data, must be employed. To minimize conscious and unconscious biases, yielded by the use of a single literature, data, and theme extractor, additional and independent researches should be recruited and deployed.

Conclusion {#section30-2055102919891396}
==========

The preponderance of the available body of empirical literature indicates that the deployment of ATC strategies, following the onset or diagnosis of CID, is a robust predictor of poor psychosocial adaptation ([@bibr21-2055102919891396]; [@bibr36-2055102919891396]; [@bibr115-2055102919891396]; [@bibr153-2055102919891396]). This study's findings clearly support such a conclusion. Yet, the veracity of these findings must be viewed cautiously in lieu of a number of conceptual, structural, linguistic, procedural, and psychometric limitations, inherent in the majority of these studies, and in particular in their approach to conceptualizing and measuring ATC. In this article, therefore, an attempt was made to first describe, in some detail, the most commonly used coping measures that include ATC (sub)scales (e.g. escape, denial, BD, MD, and wishful thinking), followed by a systematic review-based search and discussion of the most daunting limitations that render interpretation of the findings on the association between ATC and psychosocial adaptation to CID largely suggestive, yet inconclusive at the present time.
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These six medical conditions were specified since an earlier attempt at search, using the generic terms of chronic illness and disability yielded an unwieldly number of potential references (over 5000). The rationale behind selecting these CIDs was twofold: (a) focusing only on those conditions that yielded the highest number of "hits" for ATC within the context of adaptation to specific types of CID and (b) including CIDs that represented a wide range of medical facets, such as permanency (e.g. amputation and SCI), life-threat (e.g. cancer and heart conditions), neurological damage (e.g. MS and TBI), compromised functionality/mobility (e.g. SCI and lower limb amputation), and symptom unpredictability (e.g. MS).

Data derived from these two scales, and from an additional coping measure (The Coping Strategies Indicator; [@bibr4-2055102919891396]), on the association between ATC and psychosocial adaptation to CID, are available from the author.

WCQ versions that include anywhere from 65 to 68 items have also been reported.

A more elaborate 7-panel structure has been introduced more recently ([@bibr102-2055102919891396]).

For the Brief COPE Inventory ([@bibr24-2055102919891396]) reported internal consistencies are: denial (*α* = .54), BD (*α* = .65), and self-distraction (the renamed MD scale; *α* = .71).

T1 to T*n* notation refers to time of measurement since CID onset/diagnosis. For example, T1--T2, indicates initial (T1) measurement post CID onset/diagnosis, followed by a second measurement (T2, first follow-up).
